
We ask that you adopt and sell it so that as many people as possible can share divine guardianship and grace with you.
For more information, please contact us by e-mail.
Email：info@omamori-dragon.net
*Agency agreements are subject to mutual consultation.
*I am sorry, but there is a possibility that a contract may not be reached depending on the content of the discussions.
Please understand this in advance.

Omamori = The divine body of the shrine “Deify” and the temple “Buddha” that is said to have guardianship and grace, which
are national treasures of Japan.
＋
Since ancient times, the dragon has been a representative of myths and legends around the world and has continued to be a
treasure in Japan as lucky charm of strong fortune, guardianship, and good match, which is led to One Stroke Dragon drawings.
↓
"OMAMORI" Kyoto One Stroke Dragon and related businesses, products, and services can now be delivered to everyone in the
world by everyone!

〇Recruitment of sales agents

【What is "OMAMORI" Kyoto One Stroke Dragon (Power & Fortune Dragon)】

●Our company’s unique amulet officially blessed at Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon
Sect, commonly known as “Yu-zu-san” because it can grant (Yu-zu) any wish”.
●The One Stroke Dragon drawn by Keisuke Teshima, a Kyoto One Stroke Dragon artist, has been
applied with specialized technology (high-resolution printing, special processing, etc.) to create
reproductions of the original image (made in Japan).
●Under the thorough supervision of Keisuke Teshima, the original image is reproduced with the
same accuracy as possible, and is expanded to various types of amulets (shapes)
●The only amulet approved by Keisuke Teshima, a Kyoto One Stroke Dragon artist
●A variety of supreme amulets that aggregated the high level of the power of both sides, one side of
One Stroke Dragon drawing with guardianship and grace, the other side of prayer of the Buddha.

mailto:info@omamori-dragon.net


【Features and strengths of this product】

〇The history and grounds of the One Stroke Dragon

・The One Stroke Dragon is dedicated to shrines and temples all over Japan and has been appreciated as a good luck
charm to the Japanese who admire the Buddha since the Edo period more than 300 years ago (1603 to 1868).
・It is regarded there are guardianship and grace such as continuous happiness, continuous good match, continuous
economic fortune, and continuous development.
・The picture of a dragon whose torso is drawn in one stroke, for this special drawing method, has magnificent power
and vivid, beautiful, good-looking dragon.

〇The guardianship and grace of amulets

・All the divine body of Buddha enshrined in Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon Sect, a 1200-year-old
temple that exists in Japan, are decorated in the Omamori.
・Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon Sect is enshrined to the treasure of “Nyoihoju”, which is said to
be fulfilled all wishes only when you wish.
・A variety of supreme amulets that aggregated the high level of the power of both sides, one side of One
Stroke Dragon drawing with guardianship and grace, the other side of prayer of the Buddha.
・Omamori = The divine body of the Buddha that is said to have guardianship and grace and an auspicious
drawing



〇Keisuke Teshima, a Kyoto One Stroke Dragon artist

・He has many achievements such as Solo exhibitions and live performance of the
drawing in various countries around the world and has all gained prosperity and
popularity.
[Examples of past achievements] America (Florida Art Museum, Museum Solo Exhibition,
Live performance of the drawing at Consulate General of Los Angeles as little Tokyo
Event, Washington Grand Hyatt Hotel Event, St. Petersburg University Solo Exhibition),
Taiwan (One Stroke Dragon Event), Philippines (Charity at government agency “Duterte’s
Kitchen”), Mongolia (Ulaanbaatar Solo exhibition, TV appearance), Macau (Solo
exhibition and Live performance at Venetian Hotel)
・He held a live performance of the drawing a One Stroke Dragon and presented the
picture to Mr. Manny Pacquiao, at a congressional office building in the Philippines.
・He has a lot of media appearances in Japan and is well known.
・He has a base in Kyoto (Atelier & Gallery) and is active as a one-stroke dragon artist of 
only three artists in Japan (one in Kyoto).

〇The scale of the amulet market, customer attributes, the usage scene, etc. in Japan
・Approximately 50 to 70 million units are sold annually in Japan, compared to Japan’s shrines and temples
(about 150,000) and a Japanese population of approximately 120 million, which making it possible to form a
culture of the guardians overseas.
※This is the total number of various types of amulets.
・We have already submitted applications from Europe, the United States and Asia as well as Japan.
・Many visitors to Japan buy amulets as their souvenirs at shrines and temples in Japan, and under the
current circumstances where it is difficult to travel to Japan due to the coronavirus disaster, it is possible to
stimulate demand for Japanese amulets to be able to purchase in their home country.
・It is popular not only as a lucky charm decorated (enshrined), but also as an interior painting and wall art.
・Use in any place, including individuals, homes, companies, and various facilities, depending on the type
(shape) of the Omamori.
・It is used in a wide range of scenes such as personal use, company use, various celebrations, congratulatory
gifts, etc.
[Example] Promotion, Appointment as President, Opening, Anniversary, Establishment, New Construction,
Moving, Marriage, Childbirth, New Year, Birthday, Wedding Anniversary, and other anniversaries... etc.
・We have also received a lot of purchases from wealthy people, such as company owners.
・The purchase ratio of male and female is almost the same, and there is little difference between male and
female in the purchasing group.



【Kyoto One Stroke Dragon drawing types (grace)/colors】25 options in total (25 colors）

Ascending Dragon（development・economic fortune・prosperity in business）13 options（12 colors）／Protective 
Dragon（protection against evil spirits・health・safety）10 options（10 colors）／Marriage Tie Dragon（good 

match・harmonious relations）2 options（2 colors）



<Introduction of each product＞
Product name："Kyoto" Power&Fortune Dragon OMAMORI Banner
～A banner-type Omamori (amulet) featuring the magnificent, dynamic
Kyoto One Stroke Dragon in beautiful, vibrant colors, which is combined
with an ofuda (amulet). Enshrine it in an important location. ～
List Price: $156.82-$381.82
Wholesale Price: Please inquire

●Made in Japan
●Ofuda (made of paper) can enshrine using a magnet for enshrining them. (removable and
repositionable）
※There are two options of magnet design, so please use your favorite one for the decoration of
your Ofuda.
It can also be used for attaching to refrigerators, desks, cabinets, etc.
●Made of flame-proofing suede fabric with good coloring and a calm texture（thickness about
0.35㎜※About four sheets of copy paper）
※ Suede is not leather or synthetic leather, but the name of the special cloth used for the
tailoring of this Omamori (product).
● Includes upper and lower axial rods (black pole) for hanging（The lower part has a shaft
tip）
※With eyelet holes (not visible from the surface) that allow you to use straps and fasteners
(thumbtacks, nails, screws, etc.) even when you remove the axial rods and decorate it.
● It has a sturdy, hard-to-cut, simple texture with an Edo braided cord.（black／white 2
colors）
●Special processing that makes the dragon’s eyes shine, giving it a life-like appearance
(Rhinestone）
●Wrapped in original packaging paper, in an outer box with original design

【Specification supplement for goods and accessories】



Product name ： "Kyoto" Power&Fortune Dragon Framed
OMAMORI
We offer from large custom-made sizes to desktop sizes, you can
enshrine (decorate) Kyoto One Stroke Dragon drawings and Ofuda
with powerful, vivid, and beautiful colors as lucky charms and
interiors in various places.
List Price: $170.45-$1,200.00
Wholesale Price: Please inquire
【Specification supplement for goods and accessories】
●Made in Japan
●Use of Japan-made high-class picture frames (with hanging string)
※Desktop size with a stand on the back
●Featuring silver foil stamps of「心願成就 May your wishes come true.」 and 「京
都一筆龍 Kyoto One Stroke Dragon」.
※The custom-made size also includes gold foil of the Sanskrit character.
●Special processing for enshrining the Ofuda（Red：Made of gold brocade fabric
／Gold：paper）
●Special processing that makes the dragon’s eyes shine, giving it a life-like
appearance (Rhinestone）
●Wrapped in original packaging paper



Product name："Kyoto" Power&Fortune Dragon Take-along Paper
OMAMORI as a Buddhist Amulet
～These amulets always allow you to carry the colorful Kyoto One Stoke
Dragon with a variety of options to choose from and answers to prayers
for Yu-zu-san.（Put it in your wallet or bag, attach it.）～
List Price: $12.27-$16.36
Wholesale Price: Please inquire
【Specification supplement for goods and accessories】
●Made in Japan
●The name of each dragon is printed on the bottom of the One Stroke Dragon
drawing
●Thickness（about 2cm）、Uses premium, textured paper
●Auspicious edge (side) gold foil processing
●Gold foil is used for “Omamori”, “Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon
Sect”, and “Kyoto One Stroke Dragon” on the surface, and black foil is used for
gold and platinum paper.
●A wide range of parts for different purposes is also well-equipped (transparent 
protective case, purple tie).



Product name ： "Kyoto" Power&Fortune Dragon Jewels
OMAMORI
～The 108 Jewels OMAMORI/accessories are blessed with the
virtues of the venerable Buddha and the one stroke dragon～
List Price: $511.37-$763.64
Wholesale Price: Please inquire

【Beads (Buddhist prayer beads) tailored with care】
•Manufactured in Japan (Tailor-made)
•Each bead is hand-tailored by skilled craftsmen.
•The elastic cord is hard to break, versatile, and easy to wear. The rubber string
is made with four threads to prevent the beads from flying off in case the rubber
breaks.
•The beads are polished not only on the surface of the beads but also through
the hole in the bead where the cord passes through.

【108 beads】
It has been believed that people have 108 vexations. Vexations are the functions
of the mind that confuse and trouble the human mind and cause suffering in
body and mind. To purify the 108 vexations, it is said that the temple bell is rung
108 times on New Year's Eve. We have tailored our beads with 108 beads, which
are said to have various good meanings and are considered a special number in
beads.

【Jewel stones used in Jewels OMAMORI】
●Gold and Silver Lucky Twin Dragon: Crystal / Citrine / Onyx / Tiger Eye
●Purple and Blue Guardian Twin Dragon: Quartz / Amethyst / Lapis Lazuli /
Onyx
●Marriage Tie Guardian Dragon: Quartz / White Chalcedony or White Onyx / 
Red Agate / Third Onyx 



Product name ： "Kyoto" Power&Fortune Dragon
OMAMORI as a hanging scroll
【Monthly production (sales) limited to 50 pieces】
※Please contact us at any time for details such as the
number of orders and the delivery date.
～Hanging scrolls have been used for worship at home
since ancient times. This OMAMORI is a traditional
hanging scroll with an authentically processed surface on
which ofuda (paper) is enshrined.～
List Price: $750-$981.82
Wholesale Price: Please inquire
【Specification supplement for goods and accessories】
① Made in Japan
② Each finished manually by applying a traditional technique.
③ Special processing for enshrining the ofuda (amulet)
④pecial processing that makes the dragon’s eyes shine, giving it a life-like
appearance. (Rhinestone)
⑤elivered in a luxury kiri (paulownia wood) box, which preserves the product
well with insect-proof, antiseptic and humidity-controlling effects.
●Wrapped in original packaging paper, in an outer box with original design



Product name："Kyoto" Power&Fortune Dragon Replacement ofuda
*We accept orders for replacement ofuda (amulet) only from customers who have placed orders for
"OMAMORI Banner " or "Framed OMAMORI " or "OMAMORI (lucky charm) as a hanging scroll " or
"OMAMORI Plaque ". We appreciate your understanding.
List Price: $15-$40.91
Wholesale Price: Please inquire

【Features and strengths of this product】
・Omamori (Ofuda) officially prayed at Koyasan Shingon Sect Nyoisan Touji-ji, a temple that was founded about 1200 years ago
and is known as “Yu-zu-san” because it "grants wishes".
・Design and specifications exclusively for Touji-ji temple / "Materials and manufacturing methods" produced in Japan (Kyoto)
Red Ofuda ⇒ Each is made of brocade fabric sewn and embroidered by a loom.
Golden Ofuda ⇒ Decorate white Japanese paper on high-class gold paper

〇Others
・You can purchase a minimum lot of 1 piece or more. (Shipping cost is not included in the actual
cost.）
・Assortment is also available.
・Original design is also available.（negotiable including price and lot）

【Returning and burning of the Omamori (Ofuda)】
In Japan, it is customary to return the Omamori to the temple and “burn (Otakiage)” when the wish is
fulfilled or about a year after the date of getting it.
If you want to Otakiage, send it using received mailing label (printed return address, etc.) enclosed with
your product, and Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon Sect will burn used Omamori after
offering prayers of sincere thanks.
※However, please note that you are responsible for the shipping cost.
If you do not return it, it is the divine body of Buddha as described above, so we ask that you enshrine
and keep it with care.

【Detailed materials and samples】
For more information, please contact us once, as we will provide you with the official site URL and
materials.
In principle, this product sample is provided for a fee.
※However, depending on the status of business consultative, we also offer some free samples.



●Plans other than amulets

Product name: OMAMORI Kyoto One Stroke Dragon Drawing for “your company" customization business
※Planning, development, and manufacturing various commercialization, product materials, and various sales promotion 
tools and licensing and contract for drawing design

【Features and strengths of this project】
●Since ancient times in Japan, One Stroke Dragon drawing has been popular as a lucky charm with God’s
protection and help, such as continuous good fortune, good match, financial fortune, and development, and
it is possible to develop the design of such One Stroke Dragon drawing for various products, materials, and
sales promotion tools made in Japan or made in your country.
●It is possible to reproduce One Stroke Dragon drawing drawn by “Kyoto One Stroke Dragon painter
Keisuke Teshima” with the same accuracy as possible as the original image under his thorough supervision
through applying specialized techniques (high-definition printing, special processing, etc.), and provide
various products, materials, and sales promotion tools by printing and manufacturing (made in Japan) on
various materials (products).
※Antibacterial and antiviral processing may be possible depending on the material and specifications
●For some reason, if you have to produce it on the printing production line in your country (your company),
only the drawing design license is provided, and the contract is negotiable.

【Use case (one example)】
●Planning and manufacturing of products and materials that reflect the design of the One Stroke Dragon
drawing.
⇒Products related to health, beauty, beverages, food, etc.
⇒Products related to tableware, miscellaneous goods, stationery, books, CDs, DVDs, fashion items,
sporting goods, interior goods, etc.
●Development of various sales promotion tools when using One Stroke Dragon drawings for your products
⇒ Paper medium (poster, leaflet, pamphlet, etc.)
Advertising signs, digital signage, SNS, videos, etc.

【Others】
●The minimum lot varies depending on the product, so we’d like to discuss the details with you. (Shipping
fee is not included.)
●For some reason, if you have to produce it on the printing production line in your country (your company),
we will provide you with a drawing design license and consult with you about the contract.



公式サイト(海外)
https://omamori-dragon.com

Amazon.com(米国)ブランドストア
https://www.amazon.com/stores/融通“ゆうずう”さん/ホーム
ページ/page/4ACF399C-2D9D-45AC-BD5B-
4C61A0E31A2D

Shopee（台湾）
https://shopee.tw/omamori_drag
on?categoryId=100636&itemId=19
334844071

お守り京都一筆龍(Youtube)

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3v_c39Kj1ZU

Contact information
OMAMORI "Kyoto" Dragon Blessing 
Secretariat

Email：info@omamori-dragon.net
*Whats App is also available. Please 
contact us by e-mail first.

https://omamori-dragon.com/
https://www.amazon.com/stores/%E8%9E%8D%E9%80%9A%E2%80%9C%E3%82%86%E3%81%86%E3%81%9A%E3%81%86%E2%80%9D%E3%81%95%E3%82%93/%E3%83%9B%E3%83%BC%E3%83%A0%E3%83%9A%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B8/page/4ACF399C-2D9D-45AC-BD5B-4C61A0E31A2D
https://www.amazon.com/stores/%E8%9E%8D%E9%80%9A%E2%80%9C%E3%82%86%E3%81%86%E3%81%9A%E3%81%86%E2%80%9D%E3%81%95%E3%82%93/%E3%83%9B%E3%83%BC%E3%83%A0%E3%83%9A%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B8/page/4ACF399C-2D9D-45AC-BD5B-4C61A0E31A2D
https://www.amazon.com/stores/%E8%9E%8D%E9%80%9A%E2%80%9C%E3%82%86%E3%81%86%E3%81%9A%E3%81%86%E2%80%9D%E3%81%95%E3%82%93/%E3%83%9B%E3%83%BC%E3%83%A0%E3%83%9A%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B8/page/4ACF399C-2D9D-45AC-BD5B-4C61A0E31A2D
https://shopee.tw/omamori_dragon?categoryId=100636&itemId=19334844071
https://shopee.tw/omamori_dragon?categoryId=100636&itemId=19334844071
https://shopee.tw/omamori_dragon?categoryId=100636&itemId=19334844071
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3v_c39Kj1ZU
mailto:info@omamori-dragon.net
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